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Membership:
● Though sophomore contracts continue to roll in, we currently have about 220 members

total.
● From amongst our new sophomore class, we plan to recruit three sophomore officers to

join our officer corp. These new officers’ duties will center around integrating
sophomores into our community, through, for example, the continuation of initiatives
such as Big-Little pods.

● We are continually seeking member feedback and suggestions. A large feedback form
was sent to the members at the start of the semester to gauge their thoughts on our food
and events, and their responses have been very useful in adjusting our weekly event
planning. Members have access to a more general feedback form which can be filled out
at any time.

● We continue to hold regular events several times a week to provide a fun atmosphere for
members to interact and meet each other.

● We have advocated for an increase in advertising around the club for events and
performances which our members are participating in and are passionate about.

● The newly elected Publicity Chair is focusing on expanding our social media presence
and ensuring our members’ easy access to information. To relay information quickly, we
use email and Messenger.

Education:
● We have every intention of bringing back Professor Dinners so members can engage with

the faculty in a more casual manner.

Community and Service
● We have continued the position of Diversity, Equity and Inclusion Chair. Our new DEI

chair has a number of exciting plans to develop new initiatives to help enrich our



community. We are fielding suggestions to foster meaningful interactions amongst
members who may not know one other very well.

● We are interested in collaborating with other eating clubs in performing meaningful
community service.

Technology
● Our Tech and Data Chair is assessing our options for creating an electronic ordering

system for the grill to streamline the ordering process. This is being done to meet the
increasing demand for the grill from our membership and reduce the percentage of
incorrectly prepared orders (and thus reduce food waste).


